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Mexican wedding traditions 

Wedding is the heaviest link the world has ever recognized. It is a legacy meant to persist a life. 

A wedding ceremony occurs when the bride and groom solemnly undertake for a lifetime some 

say forever in the attendance of friends and relatives. 

Well-Known now, as it has been throughout history, even biblical days marriage were 

considered even the happiest sacred and solemn event. 

Each culture views a wedding, when the bride and groom enter their marriage as two people 

and become inextricably part of the other, creating a new family, as the highest of all the 

celebrations. 

Mexico celebrates love dedication and commitment called marriage, in its customs and unique 

traditions. Because wedding is an amazing and inspiring event, the bride and groom want both 

ceremony and reception to be customized and unique to them. So they look for meaningful 

experiences and often adopt the customs and traditions of cultures other than their own. 

Customs and traditions of Mexico and Latin marriage are very symbolic, and many have 

integrated into other Mexican weddings.  

Mexican wedding traditions celebrate the love of a couple, the union, and cultural heritage. 

Combining one of these elements to your wedding, and it will add flair and act as a nod to 

cultural background. 

1.    Traditional Sponsors: 

Mexican couples usually have sponsors marrying. A wedding day requires that promoters can 

be grandparents, parents, godparents, relatives or friends. 

These sponsors are as guides for the couple during their engagement and after their marriage. 

However, they also grant monetary help to the bride and groom in the sort of pay a part of the 

wedding costs or buying anything special for the wedding party. 

Sponsors are usually valued by being introduced in the wedding program. Some sponsors a 

Bible gift for the couple during the ceremony. 

Both families have involved in the planning of the wedding and assistance to all expenses. 

Wedding sponsors, such as parents, grandparents, godparents and other relatives and friends as 

bridesmaids and groomsmen, provide money for wedding expenses or paying for something 

specific for the ceremony or the next section. In the Mexican tradition of the wedding 

bridesmaids and groomsmen are joined, and each partner has estimated for a different role in 

the wedding ceremony. 
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A pair provides the bouquet for the bride. Another provides Lazo is a particular symbolic chain 

used to show the unification of the couple during the ceremony. However, a different pair 

brings the 13 gold or silver coins - Arras - in a basket or a special box for the ceremony. Then, 

there are only three pairs, they also provide kneeling pillows for the bride and groom kneel on 

during the wedding mass. 

 

 

2.    The invitations: 

In the Mexican tradition, the wedding invitations that are usually in Spanish and English, the list 

of relatives of the bride and groom as inviting guests to the wedding. All wedding attendants and 

contributors have listed on the wedding invitation, and their personal contributions noted. 

Information about the reception and dance are to be printed on the invitation or included 

separately. Customers should remember to bring all invitation to gain admittance to the 

festivities. 

3.    Civil Ceremony: 

Civil ceremony will be recognized as legal once you return to your home country. Be a formal 

event, it is driven by a judiciary in Spanish and translated into English via a wedding organizer. 

All civil weddings that get place under Mexican rule are totally legal in Mexico. Foreigners who 

marry in Mexico must approve their marriage in their country of birth / residence. That is 

usually done by registering their marriage certificate to their local town hall. 

The USA Department requires all ceremonies Certificates marriages celebrated in the 

Caribbean, including Mexico, the Apostille seal. 

•    The requirement:  

 Valid passports 

 Tourist Card 

 Health Certificate 

 Single Status Affidavit 

 Witnesses (Legal Wedding Ceremonies require four witnesses) 

4.     Catholic Ceremony: 

 Marriage for Mexican Catholics has sourced in tradition and religious ceremony. Tradition 

required the potential groom need to ask permission from the family of the bride to marry the 

bride. Once it has approved, and wife accepted she was not permitted to interact with other 

men. Modernity has improved some of these customs, but traditional Catholic ceremony rituals 

remain intact. 

In primarily the traditions of el Lazo o Laso: The lasso is a dual rosary or a white lanyard as an 

alternative avenue in the form of a figure of eight. It has located on their shoulders of the pair 

directly following their wishes by Padrinos chosen as a symbol of their loving union and 

confidence and be there for the remainder of the ceremony. 
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5.    Thirteen Gold Coins: 

 These wedding tokens have composed of 13 small gold, silver or crude metal coins that the 

couple exchanges; they are synonymous with the notion that from that moment on they start a 

life together and sharing everything. Tradition also shows that padrinos or sponsors contribute 

the coins. 

 

6.    Reception Element: 

 Wedding music and dance: 

The bride and groom continue dance with their family and guests. They play some games like 

“the ocean snake”; Two lines, one amongst ladies and one amongst men, that have individuals 

running everywhere the place. There's a “money dance”, wherever the guests will dance with the 

couple and fasten a bill to their garments. The bride tosses the bouquet to any or all single 

ladies, and also the groom take the garter of the bride and toss it to the singles guys. 

Mariachis, that may be a cluster that plays ancient Mexican music, sings for one hour at the tip 

of the party, everyone dances, and sings. 

After party the “after party” is typically at the bride’s parent’s house. Solely the nearest friends 

and relations attend this party. The individuals speak, laugh, sing and eat once more. Then the 

bride and groom say adios and precede their honeymoon. 

Different regions over the country have their traditions. However, there are common parts, like 

music, dancing, food, joy and needs for happiness. 
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 Food and drink: 

The most popular dishes at a Mexican wedding reception are chicken, pork, rice, beans, 

tortillas and spicy. As for sweets, the wedding cake is traditionally steeped in rum and prepared 

with nuts and dried fruit. Mexican wedding cookies have usually served well. They are pecan, or 

almond cookies have turned into sugar. 

The most traditional drinks at a wedding reception are Mexican tequila, rum, whiskey, vodka, 

and beer. A local traditional spirit which is usually due is chic. Sangria is often served as well. 
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 The Torna Boda: 

The Torna Boda is the after party, since those in Mexican history know how to honor their 

traditions. The party lasts all night.  Traditionally, tacos and brew have assisted. 

There are various Mexican wedding reception traditions, but they are an amazing start for 

inspiration and ideas. Sacred traditions of the decadent food, entertainment dances, they will 

add a festive touch to your reception Mexican-inspired wedding. 

7.    Wedding  Attire: 

The bride often wears a lace veil or a thin dress with a bolero or even a "Flamenco-style" dress 

with ruffled hem. The groom can wear a mata-Dorian held - a bolero with tight pants or a 

Mexican wedding shirt with loose pants cord. 
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